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SEMEN EXPORT RELEASE OF LIABILITY
I, _________________, fully understand that ICSB Kentucky cannot be held
responsible or liable for any delays in shipment due to time delays with Federal
Express, any customs or government office, any airline if shipping other than Fed Ex or
the services of any hired brokerage service or agent. All semen delivery dates are
estimates which have been provided to ICSB Kentucky by these agencies.
Occasionally there are weather/flight delays, paperwork processing delays or the
requirement of additional paperwork for customs clearance releases. I have been
advised that extended time delays (over 2 weeks) or errors on the part of the customs
agents may cause semen damage or destruction. I understand these are beyond the
control of ICSB Kentucky and not the financial responsibility of ICSB Kentucky. ICSB
Kentucky agrees to promptly provide any necessary paperwork to the shipping
company (i.e.: Fed Ex) or a customs office in the event it is needed or required to
expedite the clearance release and delivery.
This shipment will be insured by ICSB Kentucky to cover ONLY the shipping tank
replacement in the event of damage/loss during shipping. Additional insurance to
cover the value of the semen may be purchased. If you desire to add insurance
please indicate how much you would like to insure on the semen release form.
I agree to hold ICSB Kentucky, Dr. Tanya Ross, and employees of ICSB Kentucky
harmless in the event that these delays occur. I am releasing ICSB Kentucky of any
liability due to these circumstances.

By my signature below, I am declaring I have read and agree with the above.
Signature: ____________________________________________________________________
Printed Name: _________________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________ Phone #: ________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________

